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Better value and dependability
 start with better design

Radiators

®



Ready-Rad®: straight and flat

Better side-column design for greater 
core support

Better seal design: oval gasket and
deep groove header

Better plastic tank design

We test for quality
Many of our competitors’ tank designs experience their 
first testing failures at around 35,000 cycles. That just 
doesn’t meet our high 
standards for reliability and 
durability. Ready-Rad® 
minimum standards exceed 
150,000 pressure cycles.

Our Ready-Rad® brand tanks 
are manufactured under 
highly controlled processes 
that produce a flat tank 
flange with no bowing, warping 
or twisting. This attention to quality 
results in the best crimp seal for longer radiator life.

Better materials for a superior product
Lack of strength can mean product failure, so we don’t 
skimp on the quality of our materials. Many of our 
competitors use up to 30% regrind material in their 
radiators. As the percentage of regrind material increases, 
strength decreases. Ready-Rad® tanks are constructed 
using superior BASF material.

Knurled fittings for leak-resistance
Bushings and connectors are critical in preventing leaks. 
Some Vista-Pro Automotive competitors use lower-quality 
parts that can become loose and leak, shortening the life 
of the radiator. Some competitors even use plastic parts 
instead of brass.

You can count on Ready-Rad®  for quality in every part, 
because all our connectors and drain fittings are brass. 
And every Ready-Rad® radiator has high-quality brass 
bushings designed with a unique, aggressive knurl to 
eliminate seeping that may occur over time due to the 
thermal expansion differences between the plastic and 
the brass.

The standard shallow-groove and flat-gasket design used 
by many Vista-Pro Automotive competitors is prone to 
leakage over time. Our Ready-Rad®  PTA sealing features 
a superior oval-gasket and deep-groove header design 
to optimize the sealing surface and deliver a better, 
longer-lasting crimp.

Start with strength and durability
The Ready-Rad®  plastic tank measures 3 mm in wall 
thickness, while most competitors’ tanks measure 2.5 mm 
or less. Greater thickness provides greater durability and 
strength for a stronger, longer-lasting tank.

The way the side column is attached to the header is 
an extremely important factor in the durability and life 
of a radiator. Our new-generation Vista-Pro Automotive 
Ready-Rads®   use a patented, innovative side-column design 
with snap-lock connection to the end tanks that optimizes 
the core support, while allowing for core tube expansion 
and contraction. 

 Bushings       Wall Flatness
    Materials Connectors        Thickness    Bowing,
 Drains, Fittings  Warp 

 
Ready-Rad® Superior  Deep knurl 3.0 mm Improved 
       structural
       integrity

 
Competitor 30% regrind  Standard 2.5 mm 
 allowed per  fittings
 specifications

Competition: warped and 
bowed

CompetitionReady-Rad®

Knurl No knurl

Deep groove header

Oval gasket



This innovative design provides improved radiator integrity 
and longer life. Many of our competitors don’t even crimp 
the side column to the header, which means their design 
doesn’t match the durability of a Ready-Rad®   radiator.

Better oil-cooler design for OE quality
A comparative analysis of Ready-Rad®   oil-cooler 
design and materials vs. the competition reveals 
that Ready-Rad®  has a superior oil-cooler design. 
Our engineers conducted comparisons of 
plate-to-plate, plate-to-concentric and concen-
tric-to-concentric oil coolers. Our results showed 
that Ready-Rad®   PTA radiators met or exceeded 
OE performance specifications for heat rejection 
and pressure drop. In concentric-design coolers, 
our engineered turbulators maximize thermal 
efficiency and allow substitution for OE plate 
coolers in many applications. 

The oil-cooler O-ring/groove flange design is the 
best tank connection solution and will be used on 
all Ready-Rad® PTA radiators. This design prevents 
the gasket from becoming squeezed out of place 
during assembly, eliminating the potential for an 
external leak.

Packaging that protects your investment
How do you prevent shipping and handling damage?  
By using the best packaging in the industry. A secure, 
protective packaging design is the key to guaranteeing  
your product arrives completely intact and undamaged. 

Many Vista-Pro Automotive competitors use thinner, 
less-expensive packaging that simply doesn’t protect 
the product during shipping. Our specially designed PTA 
packaging is ISTA certified and passed the rigid UPS 
“drop test.” Our box design features include:

• Double-thick walls to reduce product damage 
during shipping and handling

• Impact-absorbing material for superior corner    
and overall product protection.
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Information and specifications contained in this document were in effect at the 
time of its publication. Vista-Pro™ Automotive, LLC reserves the right to change the 
specifications of, and/or discontinue the availability of, any product, without notice 
and without incurring obligation.

We’re first in product coverage and availability
When it comes to the right radiator for the right 
application, no one else offers better coverage than 
Vista-Pro Automotive. With more than 1,000 models 
covering thousands of applications dating back to popular 
1960 models, we have a radiator for nearly every make 
passenger car, light truck, SUV and minivan on the road 
today.

Our extensive product inventory means you can count on 
us as your one source for the right radiator, right away.  
Our sales support and branches are nationwide, so toll-free 
product availability is as close as your phone. 

Better plastic tank aluminum (PTA) thermal 
performance
Fin density, tube count and core thickness are key drivers in 
designing superior thermal performance. That’s why all our 
radiators are engineered with the precise fin configuration 
and number of tubes to maximize thermal performance.

Comparative wind tunnel testing of our thermal 
performance vs. the competition was conducted on:

• one-row 26 mm core
• one-row 32 mm core
• two-row 26 mm core

The result: greater cooling performance
Our aluminum cores deliver up to 20% better cooling 
performance compared to our competitors.

Better copper/brass thermal performance.
We analyzed fin count and core thickness for copper/brass 
applications as an indication of thermal performance.

More fins per inch.  The X-2000 cores generally have a 
greater number of fins per inch for better thermal efficiency.

Fin height. The X-2000 fin is shorter than those found on 
conventional cores (5/16'' vs. 1/  2''). Shorter fins can better 
transfer heat to the surrounding air.

Greater tube flat length. The X-2000 has tubes that are 
1/  2'' wide vs. standard HEVT tubes that are 3/8'' wide. The 
increase in tube flat area where the fins are soldered causes 
greater heat-transfer efficiency. This means the X-2000’s 
two rows of 1/  2'' tubes can actually perform better than or 
equal to three rows of 3/8'' tubes.

Thermal-performance evaluation results
• A two-row X-2000 core yields the same thermal 

performance as a three-row HEVT core
• Two-row “S” cores yield the same thermal performance 

as two-row VT cores

The Ready-Rad® copper/brass design standards include 
welded filler necks and collared-in tank piercings to 
withstand the internal pressures and twisting forces that 
occur during normal operating conditions, shortening the 
life of your radiator.
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